Synopsys Executive Briefing Center
Collaboration for the Era of Smart, Secure Everything

Welcome to the Synopsys® Executive
Briefing Center, where together
we collaborate on driving the next
10x of innovation and addressing
the increasing complexities of our
industry, from silicon to software. The
free exchange of ideas that happens
here with our customers, partners,
and suppliers allows us to unify and
sharpen our focus on solving crucial
technology questions.
We’re eager to learn more about your
toughest challenges and explore how
our EDA, IP, and software integrity
solutions can help you achieve your
technical and business objectives.
Our R&D, technical applications, and
executive teams’ wealth of expertise is
dedicated to your success. To ensure
you have a highly productive visit, we
call on the right combination of this
outstanding staff to meet with and
hear from you, and to update you on
what we’re doing to help your current
and future projects thrive.

We live in an exciting era of smarter devices, clever applications, and
connected everything. Our customers face tremendous pressure to build
differentiated chips and develop robust code more quickly and costeffectively than ever before. And with the increasing amount of embedded
software in today’s devices, security and quality are top concerns. At
Synopsys, we know that collaborating with strategic partners is vital to
innovation. Our Executive Briefing Center is committed to helping you
pinpoint the best solutions so you can design smarter and deliver faster.
Collaborative Environment Focused on Your Success
Our Executive Briefing Center provides a dedicated environment where you can engage
directly and strategically with Synopsys technology experts and executives. Together, we
focus on your unique requirements and help you identify and adopt new solutions and
methodologies to achieve your technical and business goals.

Industry-Leading Solutions, from Silicon to Software
Synopsys technologies and services are designed to help you speed time to market,
achieve the highest quality of results, get the greatest value out of your investment,
mitigate risk, and maximize profitability.
Silicon Design & Verification: Our comprehensive portfolio of EDA tools addresses
each phase of digital and mixed-signal design, for every process node down to 10nm.
With robust support for silicon design, verification, prototyping, and manufacturing, you
can quickly develop advanced chips and start software development earlier for a wide
range of end markets—from IoT and consumer to industrial and automotive.
Silicon IP: Synopsys is the leading provider of high-quality, silicon-proven IP solutions
for complex SoC design and verification. Our broad DesignWare® portfolio includes
complete interface IP solutions, verification IP, security IP, analog IP, embedded
memories and logic libraries, processor solutions, and IP subsystems to reduce
integration risk and help you bring your chips to market faster.

Thank you for the trust you put in us
during these discussions. We look
forward to meeting with you in our
Executive Briefing Center soon.

Software Security & Quality: Synopsys is setting the standard for software security
by maximizing risk-visibility across the cyber supply chain. We’ll help you fix defects
and vulnerabilities with unmatched depth, accuracy, and speed so you can avoid costly
product crashes, unexpected behavior, security breaches, or catastrophic system
failure. Our software security, quality, and compliance solutions are ideal for safetycritical industries such as medical and automotive.

Sincerely,

Services: For companies implementing advanced SoCs and ASICs, Synopsys
Professional Services offers tool and methodology consulting, design flow deployment,
core optimization, and more. We’ll help you select the right tools at the right time, apply
best practices, or migrate your platform—without disrupting your existing processes.

Aart de Geus and Chi-Foon Chan
Co-Chief Executive Officers

Support: Our Global Support Team is ready to assist you, online or in person, with
any level of technical complexity so that your project stays on schedule. You also have
access to our extensive library of online resources. To accelerate your proficiency with
Synopsys tools, we offer a full catalog of live, virtual, and on-demand training classes.

Schedule a Meeting
Contact your local Synopsys account manager to prepare for your next visit to our
Executive Briefing Center. We look forward to meeting with you to discover how we can
help you innovate, from silicon to software.
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Directions
From San Francisco International
Airport

From San Jose International Airport

``
Get on US-101 S toward San Jose

``
Continue on US-101 N to Mountain View

``
Take the Ellis Street exit

``
Take the exit onto CA-237 W toward
Mountain View Alviso Road

``
Turn right onto Ellis Street
``
Turn left onto E Middlefield Road

``
Get on US-101 N from Airport Parkway

``
Turn left onto Logue Avenue

``
Take the Maude Ave exit toward
Middlefield Road

``
Turn right into the Visitor Parking Lot

``
Turn right onto E Middlefield Road

``
Enter the Executive Briefing Center
through the Building A lobby

``
Turn right onto Logue Avenue
``
Turn right into the Visitor Parking Lot
``
Enter the Executive Briefing Center
through the Building A lobby
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